Otonga Primary School
Te Kura o Tihiōtonga.
Ready, Set, Go
(Transition to School )
Thank you for choosing Te Kura o Tihiōtonga for your child.
We appreciate this is a huge milestone for your child and family and we
want to ensure it is a positive and rewarding experience for all concerned.
Please do not hesitate to ask any questions, seek guidance if unsure and
feel welcome at all times. We pride ourselves on being a very warm and
friendly school.
Please contact us at school at the office to enrol your child
You will need to provide a copy of your child’s birth certificate and
immunisation record for our records.
You will be given some forms to complete and we ask that you, please
return these as soon as possible.
Transition to School visits are offered each Thursday afternoon
1:30-2:45pm for a 5 week duration. These are an important part of
transitioning your child to school. The benefits are:
● They have a classroom experience with a teacher and are attending
with the other children who are in the same cohort as they are.
● Children get to meet a middle school buddy that is matched with
them and will support them in activities and when they start school
the buddies welcome them to school, regularly check in with them at
break times and will support them at all school house events.
● Two class visits on the Tuesday and Wednesday (9.00 – 11.00am)
prior to the cohort start date. These also are an important aspect of
transition. They let your child know which class is going to be theirs,
who their teacher is and who are some of the other children who are
in the class.
● Parents/or caregivers need to stay with their children. These class
visits allow your child to familiarise themselves with the classroom
environment, routines and boundaries.
● It also is a time for the parents/caregivers to make connections, be
assured that your child knows where the toilets are, the places to
play and that they can manage themselves in and out of the classroom
setting.

On the day your child starts school, we ask that you to go to the
school office first to sign in before going to your child’s classroom.
It is helpful if all their clothing, and equipment is clearly named. Please
pack an extra change of clothes for your child as we have water play and
other activities and also it is helpful if required for any toileting accidents.
Incredible Years

We use the Incredible Years Learning muscles to support our behaviour
management across the team. It is a shared language.
We have recently introduced the Zones of Regulation - this helps
students to understand their feelings and emotions.

Why use Zones of Regulation?
To teach children how to:
Identify their feelings and be aware of what zone they are in.
Start to use tools to be in the appropriate zone for the moment.
How do I introduce Zones of Regulation?

Identify your own feelings using Zones language in front of your child (e.g.
“I’m frustrated, I am in the yellow zone”)
Talk about what tool you will use to be in the appropriate zone (e.g. “I’m
going to go for a walk, I need to get to the green zone”)
Label what zone your child is in throughout the day (e.g. “you look sleepy,
you are in the blue zone”)
Teach your child what Zones tools he can use to help him stay in the zone
or move to a different zone (e.g. “it’s time for bed, let’s read a book
together in the rocking chair. We’re in the blue zone”)
Reference the visuals on the back of this handout when talking about zones
What are Zones Tools? Zones tools are sensory based strategies that
are easily accessible within your everyday environment
Printable materials in the “Zones of Regulation” book by Leah Kuypers
Remember: - Every zone is a good zone and appropriate at different times.
- Your child’s zone will often mirror your zone, so think about what zone you
are in before you try to help your child (e.g. if you yourself are in the red
zone, it will be hard to help your child move from the red zone to a
different zone)

PMP - Perceptual Motor Programme
All Year 1 children attend PMP sessions in the school hall with their class
Each class session is for approx 30 minutes and they rotate around
stations.The Perceptual Motor Programme (PMP) is a physical skills
programme that aims to increase children’s fine and gross motor skills,
coordination, concentration, eye tracking skills, and memory through a
variety of activities and games.
Parent helpers assist with small groups so that there is more discussion and
assistance available to each child. At each station, there is an emphasis on
the technique, language and there are opportunities to individualise up or
down as required for each child.PMP enables the children to ‘fill the holes
in their bucket.’ If parents and teachers pour in the ‘water’ (knowledge &
skills), it won’t be retained if there are ‘holes’ (postural & baby reflexes
that aren’t fully developed like balancing & crawling, sense development,
oral, visual, auditory skills, followed by reading, writing & maths). This
programme encourages language in action which will allow children to hear,

see, do, improve their fundamental skills, and gain additional body
awareness.
Eye tracking is also looked at from time to time throughout the programme.
This is where we get to check for any flickering, eye rubbing, or inability to
track left and right. This is vital for their ability to read, as text is read
from left to right and their concentration needs to be maintained for the
child to form meaning.
The skills that they gain or improve on while involved in this programme,
will help them physically, mentally, across the various school curriculum
areas, and with their concentration at school.

Learning Through Play

What is Play? Play is where children can practice life skills while
developing imagination, resilience, and physical, cognitive, and emotional
strength.
• Play is intrinsically motivated- it is spontaneous and will happen
anywhere • Play is personally directed- it has limited or no adult

involvement • Play is freely chosen- it is self-determined and has no
predetermined outcome • Play is fun, accessible, challenging, social and
repeatable
The Positive benefits of play
• Being physically active in a fun way that develops fundamental movement
skills and physical literacy
• Improving resilience, independence and leadership by determining their
own outcomes
• Aiding better decision-making based around elements of challenge and
risk
• Improving a young person’s understanding of their relationship with the
physical environment
• Encouraging self-directed creativity and innovation
• Improving social and emotional connection

Otonga Four Winds Curriculum
We encourage children to use our IY learning muscles during play so
that the children are managing social interactions. We also advocate
our Otonga Values of Manaakitanga, Whanaungatanga, Kaitiakitanga
and Manawanui during play.
We are promoting our Otonga Learning Capabilities during Play.

Mathematics
Mathematics - As part of our Mathematics programme we use the
resource, Numicon. Here is some information to help you learn about this
programme. The Year 1 classes also use real life, rich tasks in Maths to
provide meaningful problem solving so children use mathematical concepts
in a variety of ways.

At Otonga we are teaching mathematics using Numicon.

Numicon is a way of teaching maths that uses structured apparatus
–Numicon shapes, Cuisenaire rods and Place Value resources, to give
children a ‘picture’ of number ideas. The learning activities are designed to
help children understand what numbers mean and how they work in
addition, subtraction etc., which helps them solve problems more readily.
We are finding that this approach helps all our children to succeed.

•

Meaningful contexts

•

Conversations and inquiry

•

Exploring relationships and patterns

•

Activities making connections with their real world, generalizing

•

Sequential, explicit lessons with step-by-step illustrations

We often underestimate the difficulties children have understanding
abstract ideas without pictures to help them. It's comparable to teaching
children reading without any pictures in the books.
The Numicon shapes and patterns provide children with pictures of
numbers that show the nature of numbers as well as their relationships.
Numicon enables children to really 'see' how numbers and number systems
work.

The Numicon Approach – Communicating Mathematically, Exploring
Relationships, Generalising
Research has shown that by adopting the Numicon approach to maths and
following the teaching programme, children are helped in securing the
essential building blocks of maths understanding, giving them the best
chance to be successful in maths all their lives.

Equivalence

Place Value

Fractions

Decimals/Percentages
As adults, it’s easy to forget how long it took us to understand
Mathematics. Some of us loved it and some of us didn’t. To a child, maths
ideas are not simple and it often takes time and lots of practice to gain
confidence.
What does it mean for children?
• Children enjoy the visual, practical open-ended activities
• Recognise the maths found in everyday situations
• Conversation enables children of all abilities to achieve more.
• Confidence in themselves as mathematicians and persistence in
finding solutions.
You can read more about Numicon at
www.numicon.co.nz and by searching on the internet
and YouTube.
The Learning Progressions Frameworks

Numicon and the New Zealand Curriculum
The Numicon programme begins at the very earliest stage
of what is number all about. In this respect it begins
before the Numeracy Project. Level 1 of the NZ
curriculum is met by Numicon 1 and 2. These are the
topics your child will cover during the Securing
Foundations Programme of Numicon.
● Learning about Numicon Shapes, number rods, pattern and counting.
● Naming Numicon Shapes.
● Counting.
● Repeating patterns and number lines
● Comparing and ordering number.
● Describing relationships between patterns and numbers.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Naming number rods, investigating teen numbers and finding totals.
Beginning adding and subtracting.
Comparing lengths and weights.
Similar attributes, numbers to 20 and the ‘+’ symbol
Preparing for equivalence and using the ‘=’ symbol
Introducing the subtraction
symbol.
Ordering numbers to 20.
Adding and subtracting 1 and 2.
Recognising and naming 2D shapes.
Comparing, ordering and measuring lengths.
Introducing the 1c, 2c, 5c values and 10c coins.
Money
Finding how many by grouping.
Units of time.

Points to remember.
Numicon uses patterns to represent each numeral.
The patterns are structured so number relationships can be seen and
experienced.
Numicon encourages an understanding of numbers and their relationships.
Understanding numbers is reinforced through conversation and use in
real-life contexts. This generalises learning and meaning of mathematical
concepts.

Numbers are abstract ideas- all we can do is show representations of them.
Numicon shapes can be seen as 'pictures of numbers'. The Numicon
Approach encourages use of all structured and non-structured concrete
materials. Patterns of objects, Numicon Shapes and Cuisenaire Rods are all
used to give children a confident sense of 'number'.
You can read more about Numicon at www.numicon.co.nz and by searching on
the internet and YouTube. You are welcome to buy any of the resources to

support your children. We believe in a team and community approach for
learning at our school

Literacy - Learning to Read/Learning to Write
Ministry of Education Information for Parents
The Learning Progressions Frameworks
Oral Language
Focused teaching and many opportunities to engage in talk help students’
oral vocabularies to keep expanding rapidly. Students enjoy identifying and
using new words, phrases, and language patterns that they discover in the
books and poems they hear or read. They are constantly refining their
ability to aurally distinguish sounds in spoken words.
Students use talk to organise and clarify their ideas, and they can offer
opinions and responses about the texts they read and hear. They use an
increasing variety of verb forms correctly, including irregular past-tense
forms, and they draw on their understanding of grammatical structure
when they read and write. They develop confidence in ways of talking and
listening that are important for their learning at school, such as asking
questions and participating in discussions. They can recount an experience
or retell a story clearly and logically, with some awareness of the likely
needs of the listener. With prompting, they can draw on this awareness
when writing for an audience.
Students are becoming aware of some of the differences between spoken
and written language. They can use and understand many more words than
they can read or write.
Language develops in children when you give them lots of information to
think and talk about.

Your hand can remind you to give four lots of information before you ask a
question. Use your fingers to count the information and your thumb as the
question.

Developed for SES by:
Annette Stock – Speech Language Therapist

The one hand approach to oral language

Finger 1:
Finger 2:
Finger 3:
Finger 4:
Finger 5:

There’s a boat
It looks like a fishing boat
It’s going slowly
There’s a big net on the back
What do you think might be in the net?

Reading
At Otonga school we use the Yolanda Soryl
Developing Phonological Awareness
programme, learning our letters and sounds,
alongside promoting the recognition and
learning of sight words (High Frequency

Words) that are aligned to the common words found in all levelled readers
that children bring home.
The reading colours are represented in our Reading Ladder

Each child will bring home reading books that they have read with a
teacher. Your child will have these in their bookbag. These have to come
back to school the next day. We also follow the Sharp Reading approach.

Your child will be guided at all stages of Learning to read and they are
monitored closely and tracked by their teachers to ensure they are
supported in their learning.

Here is a visual that will help you understand how we progress the children
through the learning to read phase.

The Learning Progressions Frameworks

Writing
Learning to Write, we take children from where they are at and move them
on. Learning to write has many prerequisites.
At first, there is a high level of scaffolding as teachers help students to:
- hold an idea in their head long enough to write it down
- say, hear, and record the predominant sounds in the words they want
to write
- write from left to right and leave spaces between words
- form letters accurately.

Gradually, the support alters as teachers help students to build and
strengthen their processing systems and to create longer, more
complex texts.

Students learn to:

● experiment with capturing words from their oral vocabulary
● hear and say the initial and final sounds and some dominant medial
sounds in the words they want to write
● recognise and identify common sounds in different words
● use their developing visual memory to consistently encode (spell)
some known words correctly
● make close attempts to encode words by using their developing
knowledge of phoneme–grapheme relationships, which enables
them to:
○ - understand that words are made up of sounds and
that sounds are written with letters
○ - write all consonant sounds, and represent some vowel
sounds, in at least one way
○ - attempt to record the sounds within words in
sequence
● make close attempts to encode words by noticing visual
similarities to known words
● attempt to use capital letters and full stops as they develop their
understanding of sentences
● reread what they write as they are writing and read (or retell)
their writing to themselves and others.

Students in the first year of school are becoming increasingly aware of the
purposes for their writing, and they use a range of text forms. They can
express their ideas in increasingly interesting ways as they gain control
over using more complex language structures, including varied ways of
beginning sentences.

Studies of effective teachers have shown that they continually make
explicit the connections between reading and writing. Teachers who
have a grasp of this reciprocal relationship recognise that writing is
neither secondary to reading nor something to be taught separately
from reading.

Effective Literacy Practice in Years 1 to 4, page 113

The Learning Progressions Frameworks
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact Angela Donlon
(Year 1 Team Leader and Teacher in Charge of Transition to School)
adonlon@otonga.school.nz

